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HAPPY  NDEPENDENCE DAY 

With the spirit of patriotism in our hearts and undying love and respect for our motherland,  we
acknowledged our privilege of being born in a Free India. 
We celebrated the historic milestone of India's 75 years of Independence- "Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav" with
great zeal and pride. We @RFS Surat had organised a week-long celebration from 8th–15th August,2022 to
observe this momentous occasion with a lot of activities and events. 

'Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav' … continuum of celebration…



Reliance Foundation initiated and enthused RF
Schools to celebrate the 75 years of
Independence of India, with tribute to people
instrumental in bringing India thus far in its
journey, in the spirit of Atmanirbhar Bharat.'
'Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav' means 'Elixir of
energy of independence'. Our nation
commemorated the historic milestone of its 75
years of Independence: Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav with the heart touching spirit and
glory. 

We, the students, staff members and the
parents paid a great homage and honour to
Our Mother India by oganising a week along
celebration in our school.  The celebration
inspired us to leap into the future with new
hopes and aspirations and with an indomitable
spirit and enlightened all our students and
everyone in our school community about the
significance of this momentous occasion and
made everyone proud of our nation’s varied
accomplishments. The 75th Independence Day
was commemorated in the most befitting and
memorable ways through a series of events
organised in Reliance Foundation School, Surat.  

It gives me immense pleasure to present
this souvenir entitled, 'Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav' … continuum of celebration…
snapshotting a kaleidoscopic spectrum of
a week along celebration in our school on
the occasion of 75th Independence Day of
India.

'AZADI KA
AMRIT

MAHOTSAV' …
CONTINUUM OF
CELEBRATION…

RELAICE
FOUNDATION :

https://ind01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FAtmanirbhar_Bharat&data=05%7C01%7CShimna.Sunil%40rfs.edu.in%7C1d348c4c3b97476d042108daa2c0a39b%7C79797d8df5e9472386f305f3428c805a%7C0%7C0%7C638001245497635796%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=fXyMA0o4wVMZtSYpaY3BAl0uJAVx%2Fe2cRxtSOUvYk8Y%3D&reserved=0
https://ind01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FElixir&data=05%7C01%7CShimna.Sunil%40rfs.edu.in%7C1d348c4c3b97476d042108daa2c0a39b%7C79797d8df5e9472386f305f3428c805a%7C0%7C0%7C638001245497792022%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=DxGbqA5PCO21NmxzMyGJK4wEoH1yUgVd4G7FdSdPUug%3D&reserved=0


HAPPY  NDEPENDENCE DAY 

RFS SURAT
INDEPENDENCE DAY SOUVERNIR

FREEDOM TO EXPRESS

FREEDOM TO REJOICE

FREEDOM TO GROW

FREEDOM TO EMPATHISE

FREEDOM TO CREATE

FREEDOM TO COLLABORATE



HAPPY  NDEPENDENCE DAY 



HAPPY  NDEPENDENCE DAY 
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'EK BHARAT SHRESHTHA BHARAT'

THE BEAUTY IN UNITY



1
We started off the celebration and
commemoration of 75 years of
progressive India ‘Azadi ka Amrit
Mahotsav’, with a few Collaborative
activities with the IX and X std students.

 The glorious history of our people,
culture and achievements were depicted
by the students through these activities.
Separate themes were allotted for the 4
different activities to the groups in the
class.

All the Students were revved up with the
spirit of patriotism they participated in
Poster Making, Collage Making, Rangoli
and Catalogue making competitions. 

·Poster- Theme: Resolve @75 (In the
Class)
·Collage - Theme: Atmanirbhar Bharat
(In the Class)
·Rangoli - Theme: My India (Only Tri
Colour- In Class)
·Catalogue - Theme: Incredible India (To
be prepared from home using
Adobe/Canva)

DAY ONE
AZADI KA AMRIT MAHAOTSAV



THEME: THE
COMPASSION
PROJECT (MIDDLE
SCHOOL VI -VIII)

The Compassion project
was a great programme
undertaken by the
Middle School
kindhearted crew. The
housekeeping staff along
with gardeners & security
guards were
acknowledged for their
service. To make our
celebration inclusive and
meaningful, tri-colour
badges were pinned,
snacks were distributed
and blessings were
sought.

THEME: MAHOTSAV (MIDDLE SCHOOL (VI-VIII)
A simple act of decoration can spread festive patriotism
among all is what we witnessed in school today. The
much-awaited celebration entails a lot of preparation
involving display board decorations, wall decoration with
streamers and origami crafts. The idea was to give each
part of the school a distinct Independence Day vibe.
‘Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav’ stickers were stuck on all 32
buses. 

THEME: TRI COLOUR PALM PRINTING AND
INCREDIBLE INDIA (PRE-PRIMARY)
Tri Colour Palm printing activity created awareness about the
National Flag among the kindergarten patriots. It also
invoked the feeling of patriotism in the young minds.
The students also were made aware of how vivid is the wild
life in India. A model was created to make the students
understand the ideal and safe environmental conditions for
the survival of the animals. 

HAR GHAR TIRANGA

AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV

DAY 2



Khelega India (Organised by XI Science and
Commerce students)

We believe in the kind of learning that transcends
the classroom, and the sports field has proved to
be an excellent platform to cater to their
development. The only difference here was this
time the RFS Sports enthusiasts of XI Science and
Commerce actively participated in organising
events for 90 energetic participants including bus
drivers, conductors, security staff and
housekeeping staff. The endeavour served the
purpose of engaging and involving every member
of the school in the monumental celebration. The
activity also promoted healthy lifestyle through
sports.

The Patriotism Parade (Pre-Primary)

The Patriotism Parade proved to be an
unforgettable occasion for RFS Surat family. The
patriotic Fashion Show centered around ‘75 years
of Independence’ not only saw the fervor of
patriotism but also saw a perfect amalgamation
of Teachers, students and parents. The parents
supported this event with an overwhelming
response. 26 Pre-Primary families along with
their children showcased a wonderful parade.
Parents and grandparents had a glint of pride in
their eyes as they watched and participated in
this unique and creative event.

DAY 3



In Creative Pursuit (VI-VIII)

All the spirited and highly enthusiastic Students of middle
School suffused with the spirit of patriotism participated in
Poster Making, Collage Making, Rangoli and Catalogue
making activities. This collaborative project not only
facilitated the exchange of ideas but also instigated the
spirit of patriotism in the students. The glorious history of
our people, culture and achievements were depicted by the
students through these activities. Separate themes were
allotted for 4 different activities to the groups in the class.
The themes were as follows – 
• Poster- Theme: Resolve @75 (In the Class)
• Collage - Theme: Atmanirbhar Bharat (In the Class)
• Rangoli - Theme: My India (Only Tri Colour- In Class)
• Catalogue - Theme: Incredible India (To be prepared from
home using Adobe/Canva)

Incredible India (I -V)

“Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat” was another event
that truly promoted knowledge of the culture,
traditions and practices of different states of our
Incredible India. The students of the primary
section showcased attires, dance and songs of
vibrant India. Students were dressed up in various
costumes on the basis of different regions of India
like Rajasthan, Gujarat, Maharasthra, Bengal, South
Indian, kashmir, Punjab etc. These students also
performed dance forms of different states. The
slogan ‘Vande Mataram’ reverberated in the
corridors of school and spread the magic of
patriotism in the entire school. The activity proved
very useful to experience the cultural diversity of a
much larger number of States while realizing that
India is one. 



Tiranga Festival: K-12 The extravaganza,
which run parallel to the celebrations of the
Indian Independence Day before August 15th
and a vivid extension of students joining in to
celebrate the Tricolour was witnessed in
school today. The theme, Har Ghar Thiranga
was explored to its fullest by eager
organisers and enthused students. The tri
colour, the binding force, became a collective
emotion for all as the he whole school-
students, teachers and non-teaching staff
had come dressed in tri colour

DAY 4

‘Only In India’ – The Video by RFS Surat (K-12) In
an attempt to bring out the true essence of
Incredible India an energetic group of students
were assigned the task of making an exclusive
video encompassing the past, present and the
future of India. The Video " One India Only in
India " catalogues the uniqueness that makes
our country the motherland that it is to us. It
captures the most famous and the most
intrinsic peculiarities of India in different
areas-- Ideas, Actions and Achievements. The
ideas that laid the foundation to our
uniqueness, the actions that catalysed the
manifestation of these ideas .

Talent Fest (XII Science and
Commerce)

Exhibiting one’s unique talent was
another significant way of celebrating
independence. 
Accepting and acknowledging the
inherent uniqueness proved to be the
best way to lay a 
strong foundation for future India. The
students of XII Science and commerce
showcased 
their talent and mesmerized the
audience with their spirit of patriotism.



DAY 4
India@75 (VI-VIII)

ADOPT A TREE - ACTION @ 75
The students were encouraged to adopt a
tree and tag it. They also had to take a
picture in action and post it on the Padlet
wall. The Padlet wall received overwhelming
response from the students. The activity
aimed at establishing a green society for our
future India. 

IDEATHON – IDEAS @75
This online competition for Middle School
students aims to encourage the spirit of
innovation and harness the enormous
potential of school children to ‘Think Big’ and
‘Dream of Futurist Ideas’. The students were
instructed to post a solution on Padlet for an
existing problem in the surrounding. The
competition focused on presenting a short
and intensive ideas which can potentially solve
the most pressing issues

A picture speaks
thousand words. The
Middle School students
got an opportunity to
post climate action
visuals clicked by selves.
These pictures of climate
change, brought this
major issue to life in a
way that captured
student’s imagination,
presented vital and often
unknown facts and
statistics and had the
power to make a very
powerful impression on
the young minds.

CLIMATE ACTION
– ACTION @75



DAY 5 - 15TH AUGUST
The Independence Day Celebration
at Reliance Foundation School,
Surat on 15th August 2022
constituted an amalgamation of all
those spirits that evoked patriotism,
pride and happiness on the
auspicious day. It proved to be a
truest celebration of ideas, actions
and achievements of India@75.
The Independence Day function
started at 8 a.m. with Major Arjun
Bansilal Nanavati the Chief Guest
unfluring the national flag. Major
Nanavati, a retired soldier who has
an exemplary 36 years’ service
record in Indian Army had also
served the Indian Army during the
Indo-Pak war in 1971.  The Student
Council of 2021 paid their respect to
the national flag with a march past. 

The brilliant act managed to
arouse the spirit of independence.
This act also ended up being the
highlight of the day. The school
choir of Gujarati medium and
English medium paid tribute to the
motherland with their
phenomenal singing. A motivating
speech by the Chief Guest, Major
Nanavati, was a perfect tribute to
all those who had selflessly
chosen service over self



Sangeeta.S. Joshi (Mother of Shubhika Joshi 6C)
On the occasion of 15th August my ward Shubhika Joshi participated wholeheartedly in the
Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav and we were happy to see her growth through all the activities. She
learned the essential skill of teamwork through class and board decoration. This also acted
as an outlet for her creativity. She has always been interested in arts and crafts and made
various things at home but these activities gave her a better purpose and use of her skill. She
also designed the catalogue on the topic: Incredible India. We were happy to see her
researching for the same and learning more through this process. She also tried her hand on
Canva which she used to make her catalogue. She attended the school as a student
representative on the day of Parents Visit which instilled the virtue of responsibility and also
improved her confidence and public speaking skills. We are very happy and appreciate her
growth and all the things she learned through this celebration. We thank the school and all
the teachers for this incredible learning opportunity and their immense support for the same.

PARENT's REVIEW

Dr. Soumya Gandhi (Mother of Vedanshi Gandhi 7D)
With pleasure and pride, I want to convey that the week-long event Azadi ka Mahotsav, organised by
the school was an amazing way to instil patriotism in children. 
We saw in school that each and every student, teacher and principal Sir were so involved in the
celebration to make it meaningful & inspiring. The decoration, presentation, the dress code,
everything displayed the hard work and enthusiasm of students and teachers. Children felt the
responsibility to take up the different tasks and tried to do them as perfectly as possible. 

My daughter Vedanshi Gandhi participated in Rangoli making competition in class with great
enthusiasm. She was showing so much zeal in class decoration and also volunteered for welcoming
and explaining the guests during the exhibition on 15th August.  She contributed towards Action@75
through the My Tree Mitra programme by adopting a plant. Naming the plant in the loving memory
of her great grandmother Mrs.Narmadaben ensured an emotional connect to nurture it. The
Climate Change photography activity inspired her to save the environment. All the activities
organised in the school as a part of Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav instilled patriotism and teamwork in all
the students. 



Dr. Archita Danwala (Mother of Neetya Danawal 6 A)
We must say every year, Team RFS, Surat comes with very unique ideas to celebrate different events so that

students can learn many values in their life. Azadi ka Amrut Mahotsav – 75 years of Independence was also planned
to inspire & invoke patriotism in all children. All the activities provided opportunities to learn, and cultivate values of
life. My Son Neetya developed skills and learnt a lot about our Nation. He learnt the uniqueness of Incredible India
through different competitions tagged as Resolve@75, Actions@75, Ideas@75. He developed the responsibility to
save environment through My Tree Mitra programme where he planted a sapling in his room with unique name

Lucy – The CHO i.e., Chief Happiness Officer.
We as parents, are very impressed by witnessing enthusiasm & interest of the all participants, decoration of School

& each class and motivation of mentors. Kudos to entire Team!

Nirav Lekinwala (Parents of Harishree Lekinwala)
We are happy and satisfied seeing our daughter's progress in all aspects. She always gets ample opportunities to
explore her creativity. RFS Surat has been successful in striking right academic balance and co-curricular
activities all of them are very engaging one.
The recent 75th Independence Day celebration at our school was a treat to our eyes. My daughter participated in
various competitions and learnt how to successfully handle group activities with peers. As part of her small
contribution to nation she has adopted a plant this year which she will be taking care of. Thank you RFS Surat for
planning such meaningful and thought provoking activities for students to cherish.

Dr. Pinak Kapadia (Father of Manya Kapadia 8C)

The Independence Day celebration by RFS was very special because it embodied the main
principle of democracy- celebration of the students, for the students, by the students. The
activities through padlet made the students think about what Atma Nirbhar Bharat actually
means - and allowed kids to create incredible ideas and posts on the theme provided. We
have never seen our daughter so excited for a school event before.
.

PARENT's REVIEW
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Strength & Courage... Cycle of Life...

Peace & Truth... Fertility & Prosperity...



BEST TEAM

The establishment of a sense of teamwork among the teachers is essential for staff
development and morale support. Together with the staff, the teaching team set out on an
expedition that surely created memories, strengthened relationships, and boosted spirits.

Teachers put in a lot of effort, thus having great memories behind them. Through
numerous events, the involved teachers developed a solid and uplifting school culture.

The entire English and Gujarati medium teaching staff, as well as the office staff, took part
in the four main activities. They were divided into four groups, each led by a different
teacher: the Blue Team was led by Ms. Saleha, a librarian; the Green Team by Ms.
Gulshan, a member of the NIOS staff; the Saffron Group by Mr. Hiren Patel, English
teacher (Gujarati Medium); and the White Group by Ms. Sunita Jhawar, Chemistry
teacher (English Medium). Individual competition winners were announced, and the Green
Team took first place overall.



FROM THE PRINCIPAL'S DESK

The word ' freedom' is very beautiful to us because the land on which
we breathe is the land of free India. Our freedom fighters who
sacrificed for this precious freedom are always honoured. Azadi ka
Amrit Mahotsav is the program to pay a great homage to them. The
program has been organised at the best time when our future
citizens,our students, can know about the great freedom fighters and
the braves behind the curtains. our experienced generation is
guiding and inspiring the children for the determination to take the
nation at the highest place on the world map. It is a committed
training to maintain our glorious culture. My best wishes to the
researchers, philosophers, scientists, reformers and the brave
Martyrs and blessings to the citizens of the future. The Generation
is nourished by the teachers and parents. let us come together to
carry out our responsibility.

Mrs.Hemlata B. Shelat (Principal)
RFSGM, Surat

15 મીઓગ�ટ 2022માં �યારે દેશઆઝાદ�નાં ૭૫ વષ� �ુરાકર� ર�ો છે �યારે
આઝાદ�પછ�ની જે કોઈ �ગ�તનીગાથા છે જેમાં દેશનાનાગ�રકે આકાશનેઆંબવા નો
�ય�ન કય�છે. આઝાદ� પહેલા ઘ�ં બ�ંુ �ા�તક�ુ� અને ઘ�ં �ુમા��ંુપણ ખ�� . દેશ
આજેજે પ�ર��થ�તમાં ઉભો છે તે�વતં� દેશનો આપણને ગવ�છે. આઝાદ� પછ�ના
વષ�માંસશ�ત ભારત�ંુ �નમા�ણ થ�ંુ છે. આઝાદ� પછ� ભારત ઉપર માનવસ�જ�ત અને
કુદરતી આફતોવાર�વાર આવવા છતાં પોતાનાસાં�કૃ�તક વારસાને અ�ુ�પ શાં�ત
,અ�હ�સા, સ�હ��તા, સહ અ��ત�વ અનેભાઈચારાની ભાવના �ઢતા�ૂવ�કદાખવી
એનોમ�મપણે �ુકાબલો કર� એ�ંુ �નવારણકરવામાં અદ�ુત ખમીર દાખ��ંુ. લોકશાહ�
પર�પરાઓ�ંુ જતન અને આ�મ�નભ�રતા�ારા �વ� સમાજમાં પોતાનીવગ વધારવા,
સામા�જક �ે�ે �ુધારા કરવા અનેઆ�થ�ક �ે�ે �ા��તકાર� પ�રવત�ન લાવી ભારતની
કાયાપલટકરવાના અ�ૂવ� ઉપાયો યોજયાછે. �વશાળલોકતં� ધરાવનાર, એકતા અને
અખં�ડતતા , અથ��યવ�થા,�ાન, ,આ�યા��મક, કલાકાર� વગેરેથી હ�મેશાઆગળ વધતો
અને �જવળતો ઇ�તહાસ અને વત�માનસમયમાં �ગ�તની છલાંગ લગાવી આપણોભારત
દેશ �યારે અ�ૃતમહો�સવ ઉજવી ર�ો છે�યારે આપણે સૌ મહો�સવના
સહભાગીબનીએ અને દેશની �ગ�તના સોપાનોને સર કર�એ.
'��યેક�હ�દ� '�હ�દ' છે અને��યેક �હ�દ� �હ�દની �ંદગીછે' એ ભાવના અંતરમાંરાખી ને
અ�ૃત મહો�સવનીઉજવણી કર� અને આઝાદ�ને ટકાવી ,�ગ�ત કર�આપણે સૌ આગળ
વધીએ.
                        “જય �હ�દ” 
 Meena Rana  (Level Co-ordinator)

RELIANCE FOUNDATION SCHOOL,SURAT(GM)

(GUJARATI MEDIUM)



 नया भारत
सं�कृ�त क� धरोहरभारत 

'वसुधैव कुटंुबकम् 'च�रताथ�कभारत 

खेत� म� सोनालहराए भारत 

ल� म� �च�गारी भारत

च�ु से अ�ुसुखाकर श�ु कासंहारक भारत 

�व� �ा�धम� ��खय�का सहारा भारत

'सव�धम� समभाव' समथ�कभारत

श�� आयाती सेश�� �नया�तकभारत

�व� क� उ�आ�थ�क �व�ाभारत

रसोई से रा�प�त तक भारत

अंतरपट से अंत�र� तक भारत

भारत माता क�जय

�हरेन सोनी  (English Teacher)

"હર ઘર �તર�ગા’" એ આઝાદ� કા અ�ૃત મહો�સવના ને�
હેઠળ�ંુ એક અ�ભયાન છે જે લોકોને �તર�ગાને ઘરે લાવવા અને
ભારતની આઝાદ�ના 75માં વષ� �ન�મ�ે તેને લહેરાવવા માટે
�ો�સા�હત કરવા માટે છે. �વજ સાથેનો અમારો સંબંધ હ�મેશા
�ય��તગત કરતાં વ�ુ ઔપચા�રક અને સં�થાક�ય ર�ો છે.
આઝાદ�ના 75મા વષ�માં એક રા� તર�કે સા�ૂ�હક ર�તે �વજને
ઘરે લાવવો એ મા� �તર�ગા સાથેના અંગત જોડાણ�ંુ જ નહ�
પર� �ુ રા��નમા�ણ ��યેની આપણી ��તબ�તા�ંુ �ૂત� �વ�પ પણ
બની �ય છે. આ પહેલ પાછળનો �વચાર લોકોના �દયમાં
દેશભ��તની લાગણી જગાડવાનો અને ભારતીય રા��વજ �વશે
��ૃ�ત લાવવાનો છે.

Neelam Desai  (Computer Teacher)



Symbol of Azadi ka
Amrit Mahotsav

Symbol of Our RFS

Flag hoisting in our School

Historical Characters were represented by our House keeping Staff

Flannel Board Display

Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav
W I S H I N G  Y O U  A



Band Presentation by Students Documentary on the
Achievements of India

Discussion on India today
and India of my dream

Debate on Our Cultural
Values

Quiz based on historical and latest knowledge of India



Book Display in Library-"Azadi no Juval"

LIBRARY ACTIVITYLIBRARY ACTIVITYLIBRARY ACTIVITY



Slogan Making by 
Students

 Drawing Competition

 Patriotic Song Presentation


